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An analysis of channel head locations provides insight into controls on drainage density, the
response of landscapesto climatic change, and the delineation of source areas for channel network

simulations.Channelheadsand colluvialdepositswere mappedin a roughly2 km2 area near San
Francisco, California, and, although channel heads are located within colluvial deposits in hollows,
many such depositsdo not support channel heads. Channel heads were classifiedas either gradual or
abrupt. For either type of channel head, the channel reach immediately downslope may be contiguous
with the channelnetwork or may consistof a seriesof short discontinuouschannel segments.The local
valley slopeat the channelhead is inversely related to both sourcearea and source-basinlength as well
as to the contributing area per unit contour length at the channel head. In contrast, valley slope does
not vary with drainage area upslope of channel heads. Field observationsand a similarity between
predicted and observedarea-sloperelations suggestthat the location of channel headson steep slopes
may be controlled by subsurface flow-induced instability of the colluvial fill. Preliminary field
observations also suggest that abrupt channel heads on gentle slopes are controlled by seepage
erosion, whereas gradual channel head locations appear to be governed by saturation overland flow.
Consideration of the geometric relationship between source areas and the first-order drainages that
contain them results in an inverse relation between mean source-basin length and drainage density.

INTRODUCTION

Because the channel head represents a major boundary
between hillslopes and channels, the factors governing channel initiation are essential componentsof quantitative theories for the evolution of both hillslopes and drainage networks. Although many properties of channel networks can
be predicted by the random topology model of Shreve [1966],
for quantities such as drainage density it is necessary to
know the number of sourcesper unit area [Shreve, 1969], a
property that the topology does not predict. Physically based
theories for predicting the source areas contributing to
channel heads will consequently contribute to network models and provide a linkage between hillslope processes and
network properties.
In humid environments, channels generally begin in unchanneled valleys or hollows (Figure 1) [Hack and Goodlett,
1960; Hack, 1965; Dietrich et al., 1986; Montgomery and
Dietrich, 1988a]. Channels differ from hollows in that they
have well-defined

measurable

banks

and the channel

head

represents the transition from the unchanneled hollow to the
channel network. Like channels, hollows typically form
branching networks; only a portion of the hollows in an area
terminate at the tips of channels [Hack, 1965; Dietrich et al.,
1987].

Channel head locations are controlled by the competing
influences of fluvial transport in channels and diffusional
hillslope transport processeswhich concentrate colluvium in
hollows

and tend to infill channels.

Colluvium

eroded from

adjacent ridges and sideslopesslowly accumulates in hollows until it is relatively rapidly dischargedby landslidingor
gullying [Dietrich and Dunne, 1978]. During discharge
events, channel heads may advance great distancesupslope
and then retreat downslope as the hollow refills with collu-
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vium [Dietrich et al., 1987]. In areas where the age of the
basal colluvium has been determined at several points along
the hollow axis [Reneau, 1988] the upslope excursions of the
channel head appear to be short compared to the intervening
periods of accumulation;hence channel heads may remain in
stable locations for long periods.
To our knowledge, however, no quantitative predictions
of specific channel head locations have been attempted for
landscapes where Horton overland flow [Dunne, 1978] is
rare. Instead, three general processes have been hypothesized as contributing to channel initiation: incision by saturation overland flow [Kirkby and Chorley, 1967], seepage
erosion [Dunne, 1980], and shallow landsliding [Dietrich et
al., 1986]. Saturation overland flow is probably most important on gentle slopes, whereas seepageerosion and landsliding should predominate on steep slopes where saturation
overland

flow is rare or absent.

None

of these mechanisms

are well-documented, however, and surprisingly few field
data exist on the location of channel heads [Morisawa, 1957;
Coates, 1958; Maxwell, 1960; Mark, 1983; Dietrich et al.,
1986, 1987; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988a].
The landslide channel-initiation theory proposed by Dietrich et al. [1986] predicts a decrease in source length with
increasinghollow gradient. Although they reported data that
support the general inverse form of the predicted relation,
the data were not sampled systematically and represent a
limited range of slopes. Here we supplement those initial
observations

with

the results

of a channel

head

location

survey conducted near San Francisco, California. We also
extend the theory of Dietrich et al. [1986] to predict source
area and find that it accords with the general trend of the field
observations. Finally, we examine the geometric relationship between source areas and first-order drainage basins
and obtain a general expression for drainage density as a
function of source-basingeometry and network morphometric parametersthat is well approximated by the reciprocal of
the source-basin length, which accurately predicts the observed drainage density of the study area.
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m

h(t) =

Roa(t)
K

(3)

sin 0 cos 0

Dietrich et al. [1986] reasoned that the contributing area
equals the entire upslope area A and they argued that the
width of the colluvial depositat the channelhead Wh defines
the contour length through which the subsurfacerunoff from
the source area must travel. Hence they proposed setting

channelhead

a(T) = A/Wh
first-order channel

(4)

where a(T) is the contributing area per unit contour length
for channel-maintaining events. Alternatively, drainage induced by an incised channel head may draw the flow lines
toward the channel head, in which case

higher-orderchannel

source
area
;'!• hollow

a(T) = A/Wch
Fig. 1.

the relatedfirst-orderbasin.Althoughhollowsare typically zonesof
colluviurndeposition, colluvial depositsare not always coincident
with the hollow nor entirely within the sourcearea.

THEORY

FOR CHANNEL

INITIATION

that

remove

a small

amount

where W,:his the width of the channel head. At present, we
have

neither

field

observations

of the

nor theoretical

tan 0 = (psz - Pwh) tan 4•

accumulated

colluvium in hollows. To predict channel head location, they
coupled the infinite slope stability model with a model for
predicting convergence-induced pore pressures. This coupled model predicts an inverse relationship between the
length of hillslope above a channel head and the local valley
gradient at the channel head and can be modified to predict
source area rather than source-basin length.
The model for the convergence of subsurface flow [Iida,
1984] assumes colluvium with uniform, isotropic hydraulic
conductivity overlying impermeable bedrock. Wilson et al.
[1987] have shown, by comparison with a numerical model,
that the prediction of pore pressuresby this model, though
crude, is approximately correct. Wilson and Dietrich [1987]
also showed that, even though the colluvium-bedrock
boundary cannot be strictly considered as impermeable, its
associatedconductivity contrast is several orders of magnitude. Because the hydraulic conductivity of colluvium in
hollows also tends to decrease with depth [Wilson and
Dietrich, 1987] and the conductivity of even relatively homogeneous natural materials tends to be nonuniform
[Freeze, 1975], this model is at best an approximation.
In Iida's [1984] model, the water discharge Q per unit
contourlengthis taken as equal to a constantrainfall rate R o
multiplied by the contributing area per unit contour length
a(t) which with increasing time t expands upslope from the

reasons

to

prefer either (4) or (5).
For cohesionless soils, the infinite slope stability model
[e.g., Selby, 1982] says that at failure

BY LANDSLIDING

Dietrich et al. [1986] proposed that on steep hillslopes,
channel head locations are maintained by recurrent landslides

(5)

Idealized relations between a hollow, a source area, and

(6)

where Psand Pware the bulk densitiesof the saturatedsoil
and the water respectively, z is the soil depth measured
vertically, and qbis the angle of internal friction for the soil.
For channel maintaining events, substituting (3) into (6)
yields
=

a(r)

pwRo (tan
•,tan
psKzsinOcosO[
•)1
! -

(7)

Equation (7) is valid only when pore pressures are hydrostatic and

P•-Pw]
tan
&<tan
0<tan
& (8)
Ps

We tested (7) against observations made in the San Francisco Bay area.

Tennessee
Val•y

source; thus

Q(t) = Roa(t)

(1)

According to Darcy's law, the horizontal component of the
flow per unit contour length for a depth of saturation h
measured vertically is given by

Q(t) = h(t)K sin 0 cos 0

0
I

,

20
I

40km
I

(2)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the soil when
saturated and 0 is angle of inclination of the hillslope.
Combining these equations yields

Fig. 2.

Location map for the Tennessee Valley study area,

coastal central

California.

San Francisco

is located

at the northern

tip of the peninsula in the center of the map and the lines represent
county boundaries
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Fig. 3. Channelsand colluvialdepositsin the studyarea. Both continuousanddiscontinuous
channelsare indicated
by heavy black linesand the approximateextentof colluvialdepositsare indicatedby the stippledareas.Small triangle
in middle left of the figurerepresentsa channelhead associatedwith a road drainageculvert. The black pattern in the
area near center of figuredenotesa man-madepond. Capital letters indicatechannelheadsshownin detail in Figures
4, 5a, and 6a.

STUDY

AREA

The study area, selectedfor its broad range of slopesand
open grasslandvegetation, is located near TennesseeValley

in Marin County,California(Figure2). It occupies2.1 km2
on the eastern flanks of Coyote Ridge and contains the
headwaters of creeks draining into both the Pacific Ocean
and San Francisco Bay (Figure 3). Elevations vary from 61
m in the valleys on the eastern end to 314 m on Coyote ridge
at the western margin of the study site. Local slopes range
from 15ø to 30ø in the southeastern half of the study area to
30øto 40øwith broad ridgetops on the northwestern margin.
The area is underlain by intensely deformed greywacke,
chert, and greenstone [Wahrhaftig, 1984] and hillside soils
are generally well-drained upland loams, whereas gravelly
loams and thick clay loams occupy the larger valleys [U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1985]. The region has a Mediterranean climate with an average annual precipitation of about
760 mm [Rantz, 1968] and vegetation consistsof both native
and introducedspecies.Northern coastalscrubassociations,
including dense standsof poison oak and coyote bush, occur

within many hollows, and coastal prairie associationsand
European grasses cover many ridgetops and sideslopes.
Stands of eucalyptus grow along the stream channels of the
larger valleys. Cattle grazing was the primary activity in the
area from about 1850 until establishment
National Recreation Area in 1972.
METHODS

of the Golden Gate

AND OBSERVATIONS

Colluvial depositsand channelswere mapped in the field
onto an enlargement of the U.S. Geological Survey Point
Bonita 7.5-min quadrangle (Figure 3). Channel heads were
defined as the upslope limit of erosion and concentration of
flow within steepenedbanks. The local slope in the axis of
the unchanneled valley immediately above channel heads
was measured with a Brunton compass and channel head
locations were mapped onto topographic basemaps in the
field. For discontinuous channels, the channel head was
considered to be the headcut closest to the drainage divide.

The approximate boundaries of colluvial fills were also
mapped in the field and were based on the topographic
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expression of hollows and exposures in landslide scarpsand
stream

channels.

TABLE

Shreve [1966, p. 20] defined channel network sources as
the "points farthest upstream in a channel network" a
definition which, if one considers discontinuous channels as
part of the channel network, is synonymous with our use of

1. Source Area Data From Tennessee Valley, California

Local Valley Slope
Above Channel

Source
Area,?

Head,* m/m

m2

m

Head, m

the term channelhead.Shreve[1969]alsodefineda source

0.45

areaasthedrainage
areaupslope
ofa channel
head.
In the

0.43
0.49

discussionthat follows, we use thesedefinitionsand intro-

0.42

duce the term source-basin length for the more subjective

0.62

lengthof the sourcearea.

0.78

7,400
12,000
7,900
9,100
2,700
3,800
9,300
3,700
6,700
10,000
7,900
9,900
5,400
2,100
6,100
4,500
4,900
8,500
9,800
5,500
4,300
8,200
8,000
2,600
40,100
8,900
14,500
8,400
15,100
9,300
8,300
6,300
4,200
5,400
11,400
5,200
7,200
11,900
4,900
3,800
11,400
14,900
14,000
7,500
13,300
24,000
7,400
12,700
4,700
10,700
13,100
4,000
11,000
6,700
3,800
1,800
1,200
6,800
1,200
6,600
5,600
10,800
2,000

120
180
140
180
50
100
130
80
110
190
160
140
130
100
110
120
80
120
160
100
100
160
110
50
400
140
150
90
150
120
120
160
120
140
120
120
100
150
90
80
170
170
190
170
170
190
120
260
110
180
170
90
170
120
80
60
80
140
60
160
110
170
80

60
60
50
60
36
40
5
45
30
5
5
16
8
30
50
32
20
60
28
28
20
32
16
50
28
12
48
48
43
28
32
40
24
24
48
30
44
32
28
5
48
56
40
40
52
28
52
8
12
32
28
40
32
24
24
30
20
48
8
8
8
5
5

Sourceareasandsource-basin
lengths
as well as the
'

0.44

0.53

widthof the depositional
zoneat eachchannel
head,were

0.55

measured from field maps using a digital planimeter (Table
1). Source-basin length was defined as the distance from the

0.42
0.42

channelheadto thedrainage
dividemeasured
uptheaxisof

0.47

thehollow
andsource
areawasdefined
byboundaries
drawn

0.58
0.53

perpendicularto contours.The width of the colluvialdeposit

0.51

was measured perpendicular to the hollow axis at the chan-

0.53

nel head.

0.60

Determining
the channel
headlocationwasrelatively

0.44
0.47

straightforward
in manyinstances
but is moresubjective

0.44

where the channel begins gradually. Consequently, we also
recognize that no two workers would identify precisely the

0.62
0.34

samechannelheadlocationin all cases(asdemonstrated
by

0.57

Maxwell
[1960])
minor
errorwasalsolikelyinboth
ß Some

0.24

mapping channel head locations onto and measuringthe

0.58

0.65

upslope length and drainage area from the relatively unde-

0.49

tailedbasemap.

0.58

Eventhough
somecolluvial
fillshavenotopographic

0.38

0.36

expression,
a topographic
breakin slopeis common
at the

0.36

margins of colluvial deposits in hollows. Moreover, characteristics of the surface can also generally be used to estimate

0.58
0.44

thedepthof fill in unchanneled
valleys[DenglerandMont-

0.55

gomery,
1989]
borings
orseismic
ß Consequently
' although

0.67

0.47

refraction surveyingwould be desirable,we considerthe

0.42

mapped extent of thick colluvium in hollows to be reason-

0.40

ably accurate.

0.81

Twenty-two
of the90hollows
identified
in thisstudyhad

0.51

0.34

no channel.In theremaining
68 hollows,twogeneraltypes

0.25

of channel head were identified and defined as abrupt and
gradual. Five hollows where hiking trails concentrate runoff

0.27
0.36

immediately
upslope
of thechannel
headwereomittedfrom

0.29
0.25

theanalysis.
Onlyafewofthechannels
inthestudy
areaare

0.45

flooredwith bedrock.Twenty-sevenof the first-orderchan-

0.45

nel segments were discontinuous below their channel heads

0.47

and seventeen channels terminated

in colluvial fans in the

0.36

widevalleys
alongthemajorincised
streams.

0.32
0.45

Examples
of channel
headtypesareshownin Figure4, 5,

0.30

and 6. Many of the 35 abrupt channel heads occur within
debris flow scarpsindicative of recent slope failures (Figure

0.33
0.46

4). In severalof thesehollows,scarpsof apparently
differing

0.84

agesin thevicinity
of thepresent
channel
headsuggest

0.70

repeatedlocal instability.

0.91

On gentler slopes in the Tennessee Valley area saturation

0.76

0.62

overland flow is common during heavy winter rainstorms

0.67

andcanextend
almost
thefulllength
ofthehollowfromthe

0.78

0.45

channel head to the drainage divide, as also found in nearby

grasslands
by WilsonandDietrich[1987].Abruptchannel
heads formed by steep headcuts (Figure 5a) that may be
incised

as much

as several

meters

are common

on these

gentler slopes. The channels immediately downslope of
abrupt channel heads on gentle slopes are generally discon-

Source-Basin Width of Colluvial
Length,??
Fill at Channel

*Measured with a brunton compass.
?Average value of several measurements rounded to nearest 100
m 2.
??Average value of several measurements rounded to nearest 10
m.
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tinuous, with several headcuts separated by small depositional fans. Seepageundermining of the headcut appears to
influence the location of many of these channel heads. For
example, seepagefaces coincident with the top of a recessed
basal alcove in the headcut were observed at several channel

heads during and after winter storms (Figure 5b). Saturation
overland flow over the lip of the headcut, however, was also
observed at several of these channel heads during storms.
Gradual channel heads (Figure 6a) lack either a distinctive
headcut, or evidence of recent slope instability and the
channels downslope of them may also be discontinuous.
Although the transition from unchanneled valley axis to a

0

5m

I

•

Contour interval = 20cm

Fig. 5a. Topographic map of channel head B in Figure 3. The
channelbeginsabruptly at the steepheadcut in the upper half of the
figureand is separatedfrom the lower headcutby an aggradedreach.

0

5m

I

I

channel generally occurs over a short distance, many of
these channel heads are difficult to locate precisely because
of the ambiguity in defining what constitutes a bank. We
have also observed saturation overland flow (Figure 6b) and
evidence of sediment transport at gradual channel heads in
this area during winter storms.

Contour interval = 20cm

SOURCE AREA, SOURCE-BASIN LENGTH, AND SLOPE
Fig. 4. Topographic map of channel head A in Figure 3. The
channel head is located within the higher of the two debris flow
scars. Note that the topography is best seen when the figure is
viewed from the top of the page. Both the scaleand contour interval
are identical for the topographicmaps in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

The plot of source-basin length and the local valley slope
at channel heads (Figure 7 (top)) suggestsan inverse relationship. Becausethe error in measuringthe slope at channel
heads is much less than the error in locating, mapping, and
measuring either the source-basinlength or source area, we
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Fig. 5b. Photographof another.abruptchannelhead showingseepagecoincidentwith an alcove underminingthe
headcut. This channel head advanced approximately 0.4 m upslope during the winter of 1988-1989.

used simple least squaresregressionof the log-transformed plies that the area-lengthrelation for source basins is scale
data to quantify the relations between these parameters. independent.
Treating the logarithm of source-basinlength as the depenIt is well known that channel slopedecreaseswith increasdent variable, yields an equation for predicting the source- ing drainage area for drainage basins in general [Gilbert,
basin length L for a known local valley slope 0
1877;Leopold and Miller, 1956]. In order to test whether the
area-slope relation for channel heads simply reflects this
L = ;t tan 0- 0.83 R2 = 0.47
(9)
general relation, drainage area and local valley slope were
where

also measured for locations

;t = 67 m.

The scatterplot of sourcearea and the local valley slopeat
channel heads (Figure 7 (bottom)) also indicates an inverse
relationship over a wide range of slopes. Simple least
squareslinear regressionof the log-transformed data, treating source area as the dependent variable, yields

within

hollows

above channel

heads (Figure 8). In general, drainage areas for points
upslopeof the channelhead are well below thosefor channel
heads on similar slopes. Furthermore, for several locations
upslopeof two channel heads, drainagearea is independent
of slope and both channels begin within the variance for
channel heads. Both of these channels also end in colluvial

A = A tan 0- 1.65 R2 = 0.75

(10) fans when the area-sloperelation again falls below the lower
whereA is 1978m2. In general,the reductionin source-area bound of the scatter for channel heads.
size with increasing local valley gradient implies that, all
other factors being equal, steeper slopes should have more
sourcesper unit drainage area. Moreover, the source areaslope relation may also provide a physically meaningful
method for defining sourcelocationsfrom topographicmaps
and for use in drainage network simulations.
Combining (9) and (10) implies that

A = 0.46L1'99

(11a)

or that source area varies approximately as one half the
square root of source-basin length. Equation (1 l a) can be
rearranged to give

L = 1.48Aø'5ø

These observations

indicate that channel initiation

in this

area is controlledby hillslopeprocessesrather than network
tip extension and suggeststhat some channels do not connect downslopewith the integrated channel network because
there is locally insufficient drainage area to support a channel. The unchanneled
heads indicates

data within

the scatter for channel

either that the threshold

for channel

initia-

tion is diffuse or that these locations are susceptible to, but
have not as yet experienced, channel incision.
An important component of a widely used model for

predictingrunoff [Beyinand Kirkby, 1979]is [a(t)/tan 0] and
this parameter is also related to slope for the channel heads
in our study area. Becausemany of the channel headsin the
(11b) study area are roughly 1 m across (5) suggeststhat a(T) is
directly proportional to A. The scatter plot of In (A/tan 0)

which differs from the relation for drainage networks reported by Hack [1957] in which the coefficientis equal to 1.4
and the exponent is 0.6. This difference, although small,
suggeststhat source areas are geometrically distinct from
downslope drainage basins; the exponent in (lib) also im-

versus tan0 indicates that In (A/tan 0) varies as a function of

slope(Figure 9 (top)). Simpleleast squareslinear regression,
treating In (A/tan 0) as the dependent variable, gives
In (A/tan 0)= 12.2- 5.4 tan 0

R2 = 0.78

(12)
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THEORY

The infinite slope stability model may reasonably approximate conditions operating at landslide-controlled channel
heads, but is clearly inadequate to explain either the lowgradient channel heads that appear to be related to seepage
erosion or the gradual channel heads apparently controlled
by saturation overland flow. Unfortunately, although saturation overland flow and undermining by seepage erosion
may be important at many of the channel heads we studied,
we know of no available quantitative models of these processes against which to test our field data. We therefore
tested only (7).
To obtain the necessaryvalues for Ps,K, z, Ro, Pw,and qb
we primarily relied on previous work. Direct shear tests of
similar colluvial materials from nearby areas indicate that qb
is approximately 45ø [Reneau et al., 1984]. Reneau et al.

[1984]alsoreportedthatpsis generally1.5to 2.0gm/cm
3for
similar soils. Extensive drilling at one location in Tennessee
Valley showsthat soil depths on sideslopesrange from 0.5 to
1.0 m deep, whereas colluvial deposits can exceed 4 m
depth. Measured soil depths on sideslopes and in hollows
from the Lone Tree Creek basin, located roughly 5 km north
of Tennessee Valley, indicate generally similar relations
[Dengler et al., 1987;Reneau, 1988] Values for K and R o are
particularly difficult to evaluate, however, because the sat-

0

5m

Contour interval = 20cm

Fig. 6a. Topographic map of channel head C in Figure 3. The
channel begins as a slight depression that grades into an incised
channel with 10 cm high banks. The reach immediately downslope
of the channel

head is discontinuous.

As discussedabove, the source area divided by the width
of the depositional zone at the channel head can also be used
to estimate a(T) in (4). This quantity is also inversely related
to slope (Figure 9 (bottom)) and channel heads located at the
base of colluvial deposits have a greater area per unit
contour width than for those located within colluvial deposits, These greater values may reflect contributingareas prior
to the recent

advance

of channel

heads

into the colluvial

deposits, suggesting a quantifiable measure of the recent
drainage network expansion.

Fig. 6b. Photograph showing saturation overland flow spilling
into one of the lower channel segments during March 1989. Although the channel head position remained stable, sediment transport was observedin the channel and material was depositedlocally
as levees and small fans.
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ical trend (Figure 10 (bottom)), although there is consider-

103

able scatter.

E

.•,.

•-

The inverse relationship between source area and slope
extends to gentle slopes, where landsliding should not be
important. On low-gradient slopesin humid regions, erosion
by saturation overland flow and by seepage are the most
likely channel-initiation mechanisms. Kirkby's [1987] channel-initiation model for saturation overland flow, however,
predicts a positive relation between source area and gradient
for shallow slopes, rather than the inverse correlation appar-

102

i

ent in our data.

o

Equation (13) suggests that, other factors being equal,
increasedprecipitation would favor smaller source areas, in
agreement with field data collected from southern and central California and coastal Oregon [Montgomery and Diet-

10 1
.1

i

tan0

rich, 1988a]. A decrease in rainfall would result in colluvial
infilling and downslope displacement of channel heads [Reneau et al., 1986], suggestingthat much of the colluvium in
hollows may have accumulated as a result of the change to a
drier Holocene climate. The present location of many channel heads within colluvial deposits in hollows must have
resulted from a subsequent change in the balance between
the processestending to initiate or bury channel heads.
The two most likely hypotheses to explain the apparent
recent channel head instability are that the advance of these
channel heads into colluvial deposits may be due to an

(13 104
O

O

increase

103
.1

i

tan0
Fig. 7. Scatter plots of (top) source-basinlength and (bottom)
source area against local valley slope at the channel head (tan 0) for
source areas in the Tennessee Valley study area.

in effective

soil moisture

in the latest

Holocene

[COHMAP, 1988] or due to the effects of historical cattle
grazing. Whether the present location of these channel heads
is the result of recent climate change or reflects a historic
increase in the erodibility of the soil remains unresolved.

50,000

urated hydraulic conductivity can vary over several orders
of magnitude with depth in hollows [Wilson and Dietrich,
1987] and representative values for the time-averaged rainfall intensities, let alone the approximate time intervals, are
unknown. Consequently, we have as yet no independent
method to independentlyevaluate either K or Ro for each
source area. We have therefore calculated the ratio in (7)
from the field data. Hence the following analysis can only
indicate the general form of the predicted source area-slope

5,000

relation.

Taking •b = 45ø and assuming slope failure, (7) can be
rewritten

as

psKz

a(T)

pwRo
sin0cos0-sin20

(13)

Measurements of A and 0 for the 26 sources within the range
indicated by (8) were used to calculate the ratio in (13) for
contributing areas equal to the entire source area. Measured
values of A, Wh, and 0 from the 19 channel heads in the
appropriate slope range that are located within colluvial
deposits were also used to determine solutions for these

equationsfor contributingareas equal to A/Wh. When the
entire source area is used as the contributing area, the field
data, averaged over intervals of tan 0, reasonably follow the
trend of the theoretical relationship (Figure 10 (toP)) over the
entire range of slopes. When the source area divided by the
width

of colluvial

fill at the channel

head is used as the

contributing area, the field data generally follow the theoret-

500

0.1

1.½

tanO

Fig. 8. Plot of drainage area against the local valley gradient for
locations in the Tennessee Valley study area. Solid points represent
data for channel heads and small open circles represent observations
made upslope of the channel heads within source areas. Large open
squaresarelhechannel hea•s for two hollows designatedA an•B.
Capital letters in large open circles are the area-slope data for
unchanneled areas upslope of these channel heads; lower case
letters in large open circles are from unchanneled colluvial fans
downslope of these same two channel heads.
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Fig. 9. Plots of the logarithm of contributing area per unit
contour length, expressed as (top) In (A/tan 0) and (bottom) In
[(A/Wh)/tan0)], versuslocal slopeat the channelhead (tan 0) for the
Tennessee Valley study area. In both cases solid points are data
from channel heads that are located within colluvial depositsand
open circlesrepresent channelheadslocated at the downslopeend
of colluvial deposits.

Regardless of the cause, the common extension of the
channelsinto colluvial deposits indicates that this area has
undergone, and may be currently undergoing, a change in
drainagedensity that may also have affected both the scatter

in the source area-slopedata and the relationshipitself.

0.6

0.7

0.8

tan0
Fig. 10. Plots of (top) source area (A) and (bottom) source area
dividedby hollow width (A/Wh) againstlocal valley slope(tan 0) for
the TennesseeValley data above tan 0 = 0.5. In both cases, the solid
line represents the fitted relation predicted by (14) and the black
circles represent the field data averaged over intervals of tan 0 =
0.05.

(Figure 11), the average exterior-link drainage area ae is
roughly given by

ae = leWs+ as

(14)

where Ie is the mean exterior link link and as is the mean
source area. Furthermore, since

SOURCE AREAS AND DRAINAGE

DENSITY

Drainage density is a useful measure because it characterizes the scale of landscape forms. Although many studies
have concluded that such factors as climate and lithology are
related to drainage density, few workers have analyzed the
processes by which these factors influence network form.
Becausemany properties of channel networks are relatively
invariant, it is possible, using an approximation for source
basin geometry based on our data, to express drainage
density in terms of source length.
Channel links, their associated areas, and source areas are
elementary quantities into which drainage basins can be
divided [Shreve, 1969]. Although many workers have investigated link-related properties (for a thorough review see
Abrahams [1984]), few [Marcus, 1980; Dietrich et al., 1986;
Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988a, b] have investigated
source-related ones. Because the average width of exterior

basinsapproximatelyequalsthe width of the sourcearea Ws

as = lsws

(15)

We n

•

Fig. 11. Schematic map of the relation between an exterior link
area (outlinedby dashedlines) and the sourcearea (stippledpattern)
showing their respective lengths and widths. Note that the exterior
link area (ae) is approximately equal to the sum of the source area
(as) and the product of the source width (%) and the exterior link
length (le).
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TABLE

Observed

2.

Geometric Properties of the Drainage Network in Tennessee Valley, California

values

Is, m

as,m2

le, m

ae, m2

li, m

ai, m2

133

8,287

125

16,139

89

9,764

Values assumed to derive (21)

ks

ke

ki

Y

a

0.47

1.03

1.23

1.95

0.71

0.50

1.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

where Y is equal to the ratio of the mean exterior-link and

nance and Horton's [1945] length of overland flow. Shreve
[1969] pointed out that what Schumm [1956, p. 607] defined
as the constant of channel maintenance, the average area
draining into a unit length of channel bank, is not mathematically equal to the reciprocal of the drainagedensity because

sourceareas,ae/as. Thus definingks = as/l•
2, (14) can be

of the finite

where ls is the mean source-basinlength, (14) can be reduced
to

Ie = (Y-

1)ls

(16)

area of the source basins.

Because

Horton's

[1945, p. 284] length of overland flow is "approximately
equal to half the reciprocal of the drainage density," (21)
ae= Yksls:
(17) indicates that it is roughly equal to twice the mean sourceTo relate source-basin length to drainage density, we basin length.
In order to test (19) and (21) against field data, interior and
employthefollowingdefinitions,
a = li/le, ke= ae/le:,
andki
exterior
link areas and lengths were measured from field
= ai/l•, whereIi andai arethe meaninteriorlink lengthand
maps
of
the
channel network (Figure 3). There are 9.1 km of
area, respectively. The drainage density D of a magnitude/z
first-order stream channel, including the unconnected chanbasin is then given by
nel lengths, and 6.2 km of higher-order channels within the
/x + (/x - 1),
2.1 km2 studyarea,resultingin an overalldrainagedensityof

recast in terms of mean source-basin length

D=[l•ke
+(1•-1)k•a2Jle

(18) 7.3 km/km2. The arithmeticmeanvaluesof the link param-

Substituting(16) into (18) and taking/• >> 1 gives
l+a

D= (ke
+k•a2)(Y
- 1)ls

(19)

Hence four dimensionlessterms a, k•, ki, and Y must be
specified to relate the mean source-basin length to the
drainage density of the entire basin. To our knowledge, no
theory is available for predicting them. Empirically, however, many network studiesindicatethat k• and k• are often
close to unity [Abrahams, 1984]. Combining (16) and (17)
and the definitionof k• yields

eters were calculated and are presented together with the
resulting dimensionlessparameters in Table 2. The drainage
densities given by (19) and (21) are given in Table 3. Both
(19) and (21) yield drainage densities close to the observed
value with the reciprocal of the mean source-basinlength
giving excellent results. The values tabulated in Table 2 also
can be used to show that the geometric assumptionsused to
derive (14) are reasonable.
For an idealized landscape of uniform geometric and
physical properties, drainage density can be directly related
to the physical parameters modeled as governing channel
initiation on steep hillslopesby combining (7) and (21)

ksY

k•- (y_ 1)2

(20)

Analysis of source area geometry in many areas (D. R.
Montgomery and W. E. Dietrich, manuscriptin preparation,
1989)indicatesthat ks • 0.5, consistentwith the relationship
given in (1 lb) for TennesseeValley. Consequently,when k•
= 1, then according to (20) Y = 2. Further, Abrahams [ 1984]
concluded that, although a may vary considerably, it is
generallyapproximatelyunity. Thus taking k• = ki = 1, and
a - 1 equation (19) reduces to the simple approximation

D = 1/Is

(21)

The mean source-basinlength is therefore similar but not
equal to both Schumm's [1956] constant of channel mainteTABLE

3.

D=W*psKz
sin
0cos
0 1- [tan

where W* is either the hollow width at the channelhead, Wh
or channelwidth Wch.According to (22), drainagedensity
increases with decreasing saturated hydraulic conductivity
and frictional strength of the soil and increasing precipitation, local valley gradient at the channel head, and width of
the sourcearea relative to the width of the depositionalzone
or channel head. Although some evidence exists to support
the dependenceon precipitation, conductivity, and gradient
[Abrahams, 1984], we are aware of no data on the influence
of soil strength. Furthermore, the ratio of widths indicates
that the drainage density will be larger where the depositional zones or channel heads tend to be narrow.

Drainage Density Calculations for Tennessee Valley, California
Drainage Density
Calculated Using

Equation
(i9)

(21)

(22)

Expression for
Drainage Density

Values

From

Table

2, km/km2

Percent of
Observed

DrainageDensity

8.2

112

7.5

103

(keq-kio•2)(Y
- 1)Is
1/Is
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CONCLUSIONS

area, ae/as.

Both source-basinlength and area vary inversely with the
local valley gradient at the channel head. Although both
relationsare subjectto considerablescatter, similar relations
which appear to vary systematicallywith annual precipitation have been found in other humid landscapes[Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988a]. The contributing area per unit
contour length at channel heads divided by slope also varies
as a function of the local valley slope. Consequently,a single
value for the source area or the contributing area per unit
contour length can not be satisfactorily used to position
sources in network

simulations.

Many channels in the study area do not connect to the
downslope drainage network, indicating that channel head
locations in the study area are controlled by hillslope processes rather than headward

1917

channel network

extension.

For

z

vertical soil thickness, m.

a

ratio of the mean interior-

to mean exterior-link

length, li/le.
A regressionconstant, units are variable and given in
text.

/x drainage basin magnitude.
•b soil angle of internal friction, degrees.

Ps saturated
bulkdensityof soil,t/cm3.
Pw bulkdensityof water,t/cm3.
0 local hillslope gradient at the channel head, degrees.
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steep slopes, the form of the observed relations between
drainage area and the local valley gradient at the channel
head supports the general form predicted by a model for
channel initiation due to soil instability resulting from the
convergence of shallow subsurfaceflow. Field observations
also suggestthat, in general, channel head locations may be
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